
Forty Nine Football North 
Pass Play Sequence

2. Determine if Offense and or Defense Influences the Play. 
- Roll a D12 for O & D. If the roll is equal to or less than the teams ability to influence, then they gain 

influence on the play. Both O & D can 
have Influence on the same play

1. Decide which receiver will be targeted and the length of pass; Short, Intermediate, 
Medium or Long (Bomb or Hail Mary)

- If Burris is the QB, -3 is applied to his QB 
Rating for each of the passing lengths 

- Place a marker over the length of pass for 
the targeted receiver. Example, Greg 
Ellingson is targeted with a Medium pass 
- 68 is his Yardage number 
- +3 is what is added if O has gained 

Influence on the play 
- Bomb: -20 to QB rating, +20 to PY 
- Hail Mary: -30 to QB rating, +40 to PY

3. Optional - Place a marker on any 
other options; Screen Pass, Play 
Action, Extra Pass Block 

- These are used to modify the QB 
rating # and with a Screen Pass, the second # modifies pass yards 

4. Game Factors 
- Flip GAC to see if there is a Penalty or possible 

Pressure, Interception, Review or Fumble  
- Penalty - can be resolved now or later. If now, flip the 

next card to see if there are 2 penalties on the play 
- Pressure - only resolve if Defense has influence on the play (see next page for how-to) 
- Int - roll a D20 to see if the pass was intercepted. Use the QB’s Int rating and the Defenses modifier. If 

there is an Int, consult the Quick Chart to determine where pass was intercepted (eg. Med pass is at 
20yd from line of scrimmage) 

- Fumble - place a marker on the game board and check for a fumble only if the pass is complete. 
- Passing - this may be blank or a * or C, C-Md,Lg, C-Lg 
- * - is a modifier to have a different receiver targeted at the same depth. (Only 

for human coached, roll D20 and refer to Player Selection Chart) 
- C - there is a possibility of a check down or the QB can force a pass to his 

intended receiver with a -20 modifier to his QB rating. If you want to check 
down, roll D20 and refer to Player Selection Chart under Check column



8. Determine Length of Pass 
- Start with the receivers number for length of pass thrown. In Step1 above, 

Ellington’s Medium PY rating is 68 
- Flip the next GAC. Apply the result listed next to Passing Yards. In the example 

in Step5, this would be 10 meaning Ellington’s new PY # is 78 
- On the next GAC, look at the column for the final PY# of 78. In the card to the 

right, the pass was complete for a 10.5 yard gain 

7. Determine if the pass is Complete 
- Start with the QB rating # for the length of pass (the number under the pass length) 
- If O has Influence, add the Receivers pass rating (in Step1 above, Ellingson’s is a +3) 
- If Defense Pressure forced the QB to scramble, modify with the bracketed # in the QB 

Pass column (in Step1 above, Harris is (-8))  
- If D has Influence, modify with the Defensive result 

including Blitzing 
- Roll a D20, use the result for the row on the Pass 

Completion Chart. Intersect it with the column of the final 
QB Rating #. If there is a C, then the pass is complete.

6. Pass Defensive plus Influence 
- Apply the modifier as follows only if D has influence; 

- If Offense called for a medium pass and  D selected to play Medium Pass Defense using a Nickel defense, -20 
would be applied to the QB Rating #. If D selected to play Prevent at 
Medium depth the modifier would be -18 

- If D selected a depth adjacent to Medium, either Interm or Long, you 
take half of the number (rounded up). If O called a Medium pass and 
D played Interm, then -10 would be applied, or if D played Long it 
would be -9 (half of -18) 

- If D selected a depth two away, which is Short in this example, then 
use -5 as the modifier 

- If D selected a depth three away, which could only be Short if D 
called for Long depth, or vice versa, then there is no modifier 

- Blitz - modify only if Def has Influence. This result is in addition to the 
modifier for the length of pass described above. Roll a D20 and apply 
the result down the Blitz PDef column. Note that there are minus and plus number and not all 20 numbers are 
represented, this is because not all blitzes are effective 
- ** Note there is no blitzing when playing Basic D

5. Defensive effect of Basic Run/Pass or Run 
- If Defense calls Basic Pass, Basic Run or Run Defense, their result is used 

regardless if they have Influence or not. 
- If Run or Basic Run is called, use the result along the Pass row (hi-

lighted in yellow) 
- If Basic is called, use the Basic Pass column


